
00:00:05 Hi, and welcome back. Are you starting to feel excited yet by getting these 
reports set up and reviewing them all monthly in your business as you start making money or as 
you start looking at your money every month? If so good. And isn't Parker great. He just makes 
it all so clear. And I wish I had someone like him to help me understand it all when I was first in 
business, 
 
00:00:28 but I think Parker might've still been in high school then or something. So I had to 
figure it out all on my own, but you don't. So next watch Parker walk through the categories of 
the profit and loss statement, and you're going to get some really clear guidance on how to train 
your bookkeeper to set up your profit and loss. So it's easy to read, 
 
00:00:50 watch on with Parker as he explains how to set up the categories for your PNL. 
Now, one thing to note is that your PNL is the primary report that you're going to review with 
your bookkeeper every month to make sure that your income and expenses are properly 
categorized. And so that you can look for variances from month to month and make better 
decisions in a future lesson. 
 
00:01:13 I'm going to share with you an actual P and L monthly review call that I have with 
my bookkeeping team, so that you can see exactly what we do on that call. Okay. Watch the 
video with Parker In lesson one, we were looking at the P and L from a very macro standpoint, 
just looking at the main sections, main parts of the P and L and lesson two. 
 
00:01:36 We're going to dive a little deeper. That doesn't mean it's going to get any more 
complicated from a math standpoint, though. We're still just taking revenue. We're taking income 
and subtracting the expenses from it. That's all that's really happening, but now we're going to 
get a better understanding of what types of transactions are being put into the various 
categories on the P and L. 
 
00:01:57 Once you go through this lesson, you're going to feel a lot less stressed out 
about looking at your numbers, because you're going to understand the math. And you're going 
to understand the categories. A lot of times, if you've ever seen a PNL, I, I don't know where he 
would have had maybe an opportunity to see it. But when you see all those numbers stacked up 
next to each other, 
 
00:02:18 a lot of people's brains just shut off and they don't want to deal with it. But when 
you understand the story behind those categories and the story behind those numbers, you start 
to realize this isn't as scary as you originally thought it would be. So if you haven't done so 
already go ahead and download the Excel spreadsheet. That's in this lesson, you should see it 
right underneath this video. 
 
00:02:41 And maybe pause this video, take a look at it in its entirety, scroll up and down. 
Just kind of get a sense for what you're going to be looking at, and then get back in the video. 
And we'll start taking a look at this line by line. So you can be a profit and loss pro by the end of 



this lesson. 
 
00:02:58 All right. Get started. All right, gang. So here is the P and L example. This is the 
same setup we've been looking at in lesson one of this module, but now all the sections are 
stacked on top of each other and put into one document. So you can see here, we see the 
income category or income section. We see the cost of goods sold. 
 
00:03:21 We see the gross profit. We see expenses, almost got all of them. Here we go. 
So all the expenses, and then we have net income. So again, we were just looking at the P and 
L in individual major sections in the previous lesson. Now we're going to dive in and look at all of 
the individual categories. So that way you and your bookkeeper can understand what expenses 
that show up in your business accounts, 
 
00:03:49 how they should be categorized into these different category categories. Now, 
one thing we want to make clear here is that this is the P and L we use with our clients. This is 
the same template. This works for the vast majority. I mean, 100% of all the clients we've 
worked with, we've started with this template and it works for all the online businesses that we 
deal with. 
 
00:04:13 However, you guys may need to make some tweaks and make some changes 
based on the individual aspects of your business. But the priority for you should be is to sit down 
with your bookkeeper, go over this P and L example, this P and L template, and have them set 
up your P and L in a similar, if not exact same fashion, 
 
00:04:36 because it's going to make or books easier for you to read as well as it's going to 
make it really clean and easy for your accountant to use it, to file your taxes at the end of the 
year. Now. So this spreadsheet was generated from QuickBooks. So essentially your 
bookkeeper would set up all these categories in QuickBooks. So then when your bookkeeper 
would actually run the report, 
 
00:04:59 it would show up looking something like this. So this isn't put together by scratch. 
Once you get these categories set up in QuickBooks, the reporting functionality is really easy. 
Now, what you should understand though, is that there's some main categories, some parent 
categories, and then we have the sub categories or children category. And when we utilize the 
P and L for our clients, 
 
00:05:21 we never put anything in the main parent category because it makes the P and L 
a lot more difficult to read. If you have a main parent category and it has subcategories utilize 
the sub categories. So for instance, with auto, instead of putting all your gas, your lease, your 
parking, all that stuff in there, use the sub cat or sub categories to make it easier to read, 
 
00:05:44 and to get a little more information about what's going on in the general auto 
category. However, there are some categories that just don't have sub categories, for instance, 



charitable contribution. It's not a big enough expense category that it needs subcategories. So 
you can just put all charitable contributions into that main parent category. Same with meals and 
entertainment is a common one. 
 
00:06:05 You don't need to have different types of meals, subcategories. It, your 
accountant's not going to need it in a different way. Chances are, you're not going to need to 
see that much detail. So you just have the meals and entertainment. So again, this template 
covers, I'd say 95% of what could potentially come up for your business. So utilize this template, 
 
00:06:24 sit down with your bookkeeper and, and get your business's P and L set up as 
much as you can, like what we're looking at right here. But now we're going to dive into each 
one of these sub categories. So that way you can have a better understanding of how to utilize 
this PNL and make sure your bookkeeper is putting the right expenses in the right transactions, 
 
00:06:45 into the proper categories here on the PNL. Just a couple things before we dive 
deeper into the categories of the P and L, the first thing is generating a P and L report is really 
easy. And QuickBooks there's reporting functionality in the software that makes it super 
convenient and super easy to generate your PNL whenever you need it, your bookkeeper, 
however, will need to add all the categories that we have on our P and L and then organize 
them in the same way that we show you here on our PNL spreadsheet. 
 
00:07:18 So make sure you either send this spreadsheet to your bookkeeper or review it 
together on a video conference call, just to make sure they're organizing it. Like we're showing 
you here. Also know that you're not going to use every category that's on our PNL. This is the 
general format that we start with for each of our clients. But obviously depending on the 
business, 
 
00:07:40 certain categories might be utilized a lot and certain categories might never be 
utilized. It just depends on what type of expenses the owner's running through the business. So 
just know that there are going to be certain categories you'll use more frequently than others. 
Lastly, less is more, it's really easy to start adding too many sub categories to the P and L, 
which makes it long and cumbersome to analyze and review the P and L example we're looking 
at has been set up this way for a reason. 
 
00:08:11 It strikes a good balance of detail. So the entrepreneur can actually see and 
understand what's going on in their business while also not adding so many categories in so 
much detail that nobody actually wants to look at it and analyze it. Let's take a look at the 
income section of the P and L first. So the way we have it set up right now, 
 
00:08:33 you can see each revenue stream individually. So you can see, you know, we 
have product one, we have affiliate income, we have servicing com you know, there's, there's a 
bunch of revenue streams, and we just set it up this way, because we wanted to show you that 
you can separate your revenue on the P and L so you can keep track of it throughout the year. 



 
00:08:53 Obviously, if your business is really simple and you don't have a bunch of 
revenue streams, then this isn't necessary, just put all of your revenue into a category that says 
sales or services. You don't need to split it up in this level of detail. However, if you are selling 
multiple products and let's say you do have a service that you also provide, 
 
00:09:16 then it would be good to try to keep track of what each of those revenue streams 
are making for you. But in order to keep track of that, you need to have some sort of sales 
system in place. So a lot of the time that system is Infusionsoft or Ontraport or Shopify or 
QuickBooks invoicing, whatever it is, you need some way to be able to keep track of your sales. 
 
00:09:42 So your bookkeeper can actually split up your revenue. Like you see here on the 
PNL, but obviously if you don't have the systems in place, it can be really difficult because 
obviously if you see a deposit, go into your checking account, your bookkeeper's not going to 
know what that money was for what product or service that's for, unless you're actively telling 
them. 
 
00:10:03 So talk to your bookkeeper, see if it's going to be realistic to split up your revenue 
streams. As you see on this screen here, if that's even possible, just know that it's not 
necessary. It's a nice thing to have. And as your business grows, it becomes more important for 
you to keep track of your revenue streams, because you want to know what your money makers 
are, 
 
00:10:26 because at some point you're going to have to make some decisions around 
where to focus your time and energy, and what activities in your business are going to be the 
most profitable and bring in the most money. As I mentioned in lesson one, cogs, isn't a super 
common category for most online businesses, because again, cogs is used more for businesses 
that are selling physical products. 
 
00:10:51 Now there's still some use for it. And there are still some expenses that can pop 
up depending on what your online business does. So for instance, if you sell a digital product or 
course, and you send a, maybe a binder with some printed materials, you might want to put 
some of those expenses under printing and fulfillment or under the production category. 
 
00:11:13 So there are times where it can be useful. And again, also, if you are running an 
e-commerce business that revolves around creating and selling physical products, then you are 
probably going to have a lot more cost of goods sold than an online business that's selling 
digital courses or selling a service. Now, there are some categories you can move under cogs 
that are in other areas of the P and L that we're going to take a look at, 
 
00:11:38 for instance, affiliate expenses or merchant fees. Those can go under cogs. We 
just don't put them there because a lot of the times with new clients, it can be kind of confusing 
to understand why a certain category would go under cost of goods sold of just to under a 



regular expense. So your bookkeeper or accountant might push to move some of those 
categories up into cogs. 
 
00:12:01 That's totally fine. There's nothing wrong with doing that. In fact, it's technically 
from an accounting standpoint, more accurate, but at the same time, it's important that you feel 
like the information on European L is organized in a way that you can understand and you can 
utilize as well. I know we reviewed this in lesson one, but let's just take a second to remind 
ourselves what gross profit is. 
 
00:12:24 Gross. Profit is your total income minus cost of goods sold. So again, because 
we don't have any cost of goods sold expenses, our gross profit is the same as our total income, 
which is $230,000. We're now into the expense portion of the PNL. And the first expense 
category that pops up is auto. As I mentioned in module one, this category isn't super common 
for online businesses, 
 
00:12:51 because there's usually not a whole lot of reason to be driving around if you're 
running an online business. So the best thing to do is to talk to your accountant first and figure 
out what they want to do in regards to maximizing any auto write-offs that you might have. If you 
are driving around a lot, you'll want to make sure you and your accountant are on the same 
page in regards to how you're going to track your mileage. 
 
00:13:11 Cause that can be an important expense. Otherwise, you'll see, we have three 
main subcategories here. We have gas expenses. If you do have an auto lease that you can run 
through your business, that category is there. And then also parking. So whenever you have 
tolls or parking fees, that's where all those types of transactions would go. Every one of the 
clients we work with has bank charges because online businesses need merchant providers in 
order to collect payments from your businesses clients. 
 
00:13:42 So that's why we call it merchant slash PayPal fees, because most of our clients 
are just using PayPal or are using PayPal as well as another merchant provider. So typically the 
more money your business makes, the larger your, your merchant fees are going to be because 
your merchant is going to be usually taking anywhere from 2.9 to 3.2% of the money that they 
process for you. 
 
00:14:09 So that's why it's really important that you keep track of your merchant fees, that 
your bookkeeper is pulling those fees out of the deposits that are hitting your bank account. 
Because if you do some math and see that, wow, my merchant fees sure seem way higher than 
they're supposed to be. Then chances are, you're getting a crummy rate from your merchant 
provider, 
 
00:14:30 and that's something you either want to negotiate down or go find another 
merchant provider. That's going to give you a better rate. Service fees are not quite as common 
service fees are going to be ATM withdrawal fees. They're going to be the yearly fee for your 



credit card. If you have a points-based credit card or it's going to be overdraft fees. So typically 
these shouldn't be too high because you shouldn't be taking out a lot of cash from the business  
account. 
 
00:14:53 And hopefully you have enough money in your account that you're not getting 
those overdraft fees, but it's still important to make sure you keep track of those expenses under 
bank charges, charitable contributions, pretty self-explanatory. If you're giving any money to 
charity from your business account, then definitely write it off and put it into this expense 
category. Just know that you don't want to go too crazy here. 
 
00:15:16 Obviously give to charity as much as you want, but depending on how profitable 
your business is, how big your businesses your accountant might say, Hey, let's only write off X 
amount of dollars this year just to play it safe with the IRS. Computer expenses are a really 
popular expense category for online businesses because obviously your business is online. So 
you're going to need software and hardware in order to operate business appropriately. 
 
00:15:42 So we've split category into two sub categories and it's hardware and software. 
Now hardware is a little, it's not quite as straightforward as some of the other expenses, 
because really we put any hardware expenses into this category. Those are gonna be things 
like new computers and hard drives, or even any type of electronic equipment, like maybe a 
tablet or a camera or a microphone. 
 
00:16:08 So these types of things are going to go under the hard work Spence, but 
technically you're not really supposed to write off the full amount for the year. So if you spent 
$2,000 on a computer, chances are your accountant's only going to be able to write off a portion 
of that due to just how the IRS allows businesses to write off expenses like this. 
 
00:16:29 So they would write off a portion for the year. However, there are some years 
where the IRS will allow businesses to write off the full amount of their equipment, just 
depending on what's going on with the economy. However, this is something that you're going to 
want to talk to your accountant about. They will likely need to move all the hardware expenses 
onto the balance sheet, 
 
00:16:50 but for ease for you and your, your bookkeeper, putting these expenses into 
hardware in the PNL for now is fine. Just make sure your accountant is aware of this category 
and your accountant can make the decision on whether or not to move that into or onto the 
balance sheet to be depreciated. Now, software is a super common expense for online 
businesses. And it's one that can add up really quickly because very few software companies 
are allowing people to just buy the software and you know, 
 
00:17:20 one-time purchase and it's on your computer forever. Everything's a subscription 
now. So if you are subscribing to a lot of different pieces of software, it can add up quite a bit 
over the year. So it's definitely important. You and your bookkeeper are looking at this category 



every month, just to make sure that you're actually using all the software that you are 
subscribed to. 
 
00:17:41 And these are going to be, be things like Adobe and Microsoft and your CRM, or 
your email software like MailChimp or constant contact or convert kit or anything like that. If 
you're paying a monthly fee and it's for some sort of web service, that's a web based software 
piece. Just put that all into the software category because it's really, it's really helpful to see on a 
monthly basis, 
 
00:18:07 what you're spending for all of your monthly subscriptions, continuing education 
as a category that we created, because so many of our clients are working with coaches or 
taking courses in order to develop their skills as online entrepreneurs. So you'll see the sub 
categories here should be fairly familiar to most of you. So for instance, books, I'm sure you've 
purchased some sort of book that's related to your business, 
 
00:18:33 or it's going to help you develop business skills. So that's what that sub category 
is used for. So Amazon and audible, things like that, coaching, if you have a coach or consultant 
you're working with that's the category, you would use programs and courses, Hey, you're 
taking a course right now, the shift, what you paid for the shift would go under that category. 
 
00:18:54 And then if you go into any seminars or conferences, we also like to use that 
category. Now, continuing education in general, it is definitely important. You're developing your 
skills and you're developing yourself as an entrepreneur, but this is a category where it can get 
really expensive. You can be spending $10,000 for a coach or a consultant. So just make sure 
that whatever continuing education you're investing in that you're getting some sort of return on 
your investment in terms of developing skills that are going to actually help you to generate 
more revenue revenue and grow your business. 
 
00:19:28 The independent contractor category is really crucial to keep track of because 
labor tends to be the biggest expense in an online business outside of affiliate expenses. And 
obviously that just depends on if you're using affiliates or not. Otherwise as your business 
grows, you're going to need to bring more people into the business in order to help you operate 
it. So keeping all of your independent contractors in one area of the PNL allows you to keep 
track of how much you're spending on the people that are helping you to manage the business. 
 
00:20:04 Now, the subcategories we have here that you see on the screen, you can see 
assistant in it, support and customer service, John Smith and Jane DOE. Those are just 
examples of the types of subcategories that you can create, how you do. So really depends on 
who you're utilizing in your business and how your business is set up. If you only have a virtual 
assistant, 
 
00:20:24 then you might just need the assistant category and that's it. But if you let's say 
having an assistant and maybe you have an it support person, or maybe you have two people 



that manage a bunch of different things in your business in that case, then you might just put 
their names underneath independent contractors. So you can just keep track of how much 
you're spending on each of those people every month, 
 
00:20:46 either way, just make sure all your contractors are in one category, because 
ultimately you want to keep track of what you're spending here, because this is an area of your 
business that can really eat away at your profits. If you don't manage it properly, we talked 
about insurance expenses in module one, the biggest one being health insurance. If you're 
paying for any type of business insurance as well, 
 
00:21:10 you can just put all those expenses into the insurance expense category. If you 
want to get more granular and create some sub categories underneath the insurance expense, 
you can do that. If you really want to keep track of each type of insurance you're paying for, but 
most online businesses are only paying for one or two anyways. And it's not really important that 
you're seeing each individual one. 
 
00:21:31 So our recommendation is keep it simple, just create the one insurance category 
and then put all expenses related to insurance in that category, legal and professional fees as a 
category for your expenses related to paying your bookkeeper, your accountant, or your lawyer. 
We don't recommend adding sub categories here because it just adds bulk to the P and L the 
only real person you're paying on a monthly basis would be your bookkeeper. 
 
00:21:57 Otherwise your account, you're usually only paying once or twice a year and your 
lawyer you're only paying once or twice a year. So keep it simple and just leave everything in 
the legal and professional fees. Category marketing is a big part of being an online 
entrepreneur. So it's really important that you keep track of the various marketing expenses that 
are going on in your business. 
 
00:22:19 The promotional subcategory that you see at the top, there is kind of a catch all 
category for any general marketing expenses. The best example I can think of is making 
business cards. So they're general promotional activities that don't really fall into any of the 
other categories that you see below it. Now, affiliate expenses tends to be one of the biggest 
expenses for our clients, 
 
00:22:42 especially if they rely heavily on affiliates to drive sales for their products or 
services. Now affiliate expenses can go into the cost of goods sold category. So again, maybe 
your bookkeeper, your accountant might push for that, but otherwise, most of our clients see 
this as a, as a marketing activity, which is wide ends up in the marketing portion of the PNL 
underneath affiliate expenses. 
 
00:23:07 You'll see Facebook and you'll see Google. These are really advertising expense 
categories. So if you're spending a lot on Facebook ads or on Google ad words, these are going 
to be the categories you're going to put those transactions into. I will say Google is becoming 



less common with our clients. And Facebook has been really big. So with Facebook being such 
a popular advertising method, 
 
00:23:32 it's really important to keep track of your Facebook ad spend, because if you're 
not getting a good return on the amount of money that you're spending to get your sales and to 
get your customers, then that's something you're, you're really going to want to keep a close eye 
on the live event. Category is really popular for online entrepreneurs who do public speaking, or 
go to conferences to promote their products and services. 
 
00:23:56 The photography category is also really popular with most online businesses 
because having photos for your website or photos for your landing page or photos of your 
product is really important to have for marketing purposes. And videography is also in the 
similar vein as photography, not quite as common as photography, because not all businesses 
can afford to have a videographer get involved in their business, 
 
00:24:23 but either way you want to make sure any video expenses are going into that 
category as well. Now, what I will say about photography and video is that a lot of the times 
those people are contractors. So it would make sense to put your photographer and 
videographer into your independent contractor category. If you're working with them regularly 
throughout the year, then by all means, 
 
00:24:45 put them under that independent contractor category. But if you're only using 
them once or twice a year, then it might make more sense to leave it under marketing, just so 
you can keep track of the marketing expenses that are going on within your business in a more 
complete way. We covered meals and entertainment in module one in about as much detail as 
we need to. 
 
00:25:06 Again, typically meals entertainment are going to pop up the most when you're 
traveling, because obviously you're going to be eating out at restaurants when you're not at 
home. Otherwise the only other occasion this tends to pop up for is when you're meeting up with 
a client or a potential client, and you're trying to wine and dine them a little bit to get them on 
board with your service needs. 
 
00:25:25 Info is a category that your bookkeeper will use for their own purposes. So 
inevitably, they're going to run into transactions that they don't know where to categorize, and 
that they're going to need your help to make sure they get categorized properly. So this is where 
they would put those types of transactions. That's why it's so important to talk to your 
bookkeeper on a monthly basis. 
 
00:25:48 So you guys can review those transactions together and make sure they're 
getting categorized in the proper place. Office expenses tend to vary, which is why we have 
quite a few subcategories under office expenses. The first sub category is called dues and 
subscriptions. It's not a very common category, but it's for licensing fees or subscriptions to 



industry publications, which can be common. 
 
00:26:14 If you are a licensed professional, like a lawyer or an accountant or a therapist of 
some sort. Now furniture is a category for any office furniture purchased, but it's similar to the 
hardware expense under computer expenses, because if you're spending really more than two 
or $300 on any office furniture, chances are your accountant's only gonna be able to write off a 
portion of that. 
 
00:26:41 So that end up on the balance sheet and not stay on the PNL, but just make sure 
your accountant knows if you're spending a bunch of money on office furniture and they'll guide 
you through that process now, postage and delivery pretty self-explanatory here. It's for any 
general shipping or postage expenses that your business incurs throughout the year rent we 
talked about in module one, 
 
00:27:05 just make sure you're running either your home rent or your office rent through 
the business. It just depends on obviously your situation for most online entrepreneurs. They're 
working from home. So they're running their home rent through their P and L just know that if 
you work from home, you're only going to be able to write off a portion of your rent, depending 
on how large your office is relative to the rest of your house. 
 
00:27:30 Repairs and maintenance is most commonly used for office cleaning. And 
occasionally if you have some office repairs, but not very common supplies is just as it sounds, 
any general office supplies that you're purchasing need to be put into this category. And then 
utilities we talked about in module one, but as a reminder, these are going to be things like your 
gas, 
 
00:27:53 electric, and water bill. If you work from home, you'll be able to write off a portion 
of those things. Just like you'll be able to write off a portion of your rent and then cell phone and 
internet tend to be the other most common expenses for this category. Payroll is not a super 
common expense for online businesses, just because most online businesses tend to work with 
contractors. 
 
00:28:15 The first employee for most online businesses will be the owner of the business. 
And they usually get on payroll for tax benefits, which we'll talk about in another module. If you 
do have employees, whether it's just yourself or other people as well, you'll just want to make 
sure you keep track of how much you're paying each employee, as well as how much you're 
paying in payroll taxes with travel. 
 
00:28:40 We have a few sub categories here that we use quite a bit with our clients. 
Obviously, you're going to want to keep track of your flights and your hotels. Transportation is 
another popular one because that's going to be your taxi or Uber's your train rides, especially if 
you're out on the East coast. And then other is kind of a general catch-all sometimes, 
 



00:29:00 you know, if you pay for internet on a plane, it might show up as a separate 
transaction than your flight expense. So we would put that into the other category as well. 
Otherwise flight hotel and transportation will cover most of the expenses for most online 
businesses. The last expense category that we're looking at on the P and L is related to your 
website, 
 
00:29:21 and we really have it separated into two sub categories. We have design and 
development and we have domain and hosting design and development is typically going to be 
related to anybody who's designing or developing your website with domain. And hosting is 
going to be more related to obviously registering your domain name or your monthly or yearly 
hosting costs. Now, if you're doing a lot of design and development, 
 
00:29:49 work on your website on a really regular basis on pretty much a monthly basis, 
then it might make sense to move design and development under the independent contractor 
category. Just because that becomes more of a concern to your labor expenses versus more of 
a concern to what you're spending on your website. But because most online businesses are 
only paying someone a couple of times a year to work on their website. 
 
00:30:15 It is helpful to try to keep track of any expenses related to your website, just so 
you can see how much your website is costing you in general, since we're down here at the 
bottom of the PNL, just a reminder after you subtract all of the expenses from your gross 
income, what you're left with is your net income, or also known as your net profit. 
 
00:30:38 There's one last category that you should be made aware of, and it's called profit 
distribution. Now profit distribution, doesn't show up on the PNL. It actually shows up on the 
balance sheet. Now I don't want to get too deep into how the balance sheet works because it's 
not really important for you as the business owner to know at this point, what's important for you 
to know is that profit distribution is the category. 
 
00:31:01 Your bookkeeper will use to keep track of any money that you take out of the 
business as the owner. So for instance, that means anytime you transfer money from the 
business account to your personal account, that's going to show up in profit distribution. Anytime 
you accidentally pay for a personal expense through the business, let's say you accidentally use 
your business debit card to buy groceries. 
 
00:31:23 Then that transaction is going to show up in profit distribution. Also, if you pay 
your taxes out of your business checking account, which is totally fine, by the way that 
transaction is also going to be put into profit distribution. So to simplify any time you pay yourself 
or any time you pay for a personal expense through the business, that's going to go into the 
profit distribution category. 
 
00:31:49 And the reason it's not on the P and L is because profit distribution can't be 
written off through the business. And if it can't be written off to the business, it can't be put on 



the profit and loss statement. Before we finish up with lesson two, there's one concept. I want 
you to understand about some of these categories. Some of these categories have a lot of 
owner benefit to them. 
 
00:32:12 And what do I mean by that? I mean, certain categories, like if you're working 
from home and the business pays part of your rent or of the business is paying for your cell 
phone and your internet, and part of your utilities, if the business is paying for your car lease, or 
if the business is paying for that coach that you've been dying to work with for so long, 
 
00:32:31 or if your business is paying for your health insurance. When you look at the 
profitability of your business, let's say you're not making as much profit as you want, but the 
business is still covering some of these expenses that you would pay for anyways, even if you 
weren't an entrepreneur, cause obviously you need to pay for your rent. You need to pay for 
your cell phone. 
 
00:32:50 You'd need to pay for health insurance. These are owner benefits that should be 
taken into consideration when you're thinking about how successful your business is, because if 
the business is paying for these things now, and you're making enough money to cover all of 
these owner benefit type expenses, then that's definitely a foot forward. Especially if your 
business is just kind of getting started. 
 
00:33:13 If you're able to cover some of these higher costs, then definitely take that into 
consideration. When you're thinking about the profitability of your business and how successful 
the business really is. All right, gang, I know lesson two was a bit of a doozy. We covered a lot 
of information in this video. However, it is so important that you, as the business owner have a 
PNL format, 
 
00:33:37 that makes sense for an online business, because if it makes sense, then you're 
actually going to be able to look at it, understand it and interpret it. Because at this point we've 
looked at the PNL and its major sections. We've looked at the basic math behind the P and L. 
We just went through all the categories. So that way you can understand what's going on in 
each category. 
 
00:33:59 So now in lesson three, we're going to take a look at the numbers and start to 
understand what your numbers in your business are telling you. Hi, and welcome back. Are you 
starting to feel excited by getting these reports set up and reviewing them all monthly in your 
business as you start making money or as you start looking at your money regularly, if so good. 
 
00:34:22 And isn't Parker great. He just makes it all so clear. And I wish I had had 
someone like him to help me understand it all when I was first in business, but I'm pretty sure 
Parker was still in high school or something back then. So I had to figure it all out on my own, 
but you don't. 
 


